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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 12 we gave evidence that there exists a rich and nontrivial relation-
ship between the A-stable structure of a finite group G, on which A is
 .  .acting coprimely, and the set cd G of degrees of Irr G , the complexA A
 .irreducible A-invariant characters of G. If some property of cd G isA
 .known, how much is known about C A , the fixed points subgroup?G
The following is the aim of this article.
THEOREM A. Suppose that a finite group A acts coprimely on a finite
 .supersol¨ able group G. Then the deri¨ ed length of C A is bounded byG
<  . <cd G .A
We will provide examples to show that the coprime hypothesis is
essential.
2. COPRIME ACTION ON SUPERSOLVABLE GROUPS
It is the goal of this section to prove:
 .2.1 THEOREM. Suppose that A acts faithfully and coprimely on a super-
sol¨ able group G and assume that e¨ery abelian normal A-in¨ariant subgroup
 .  .of G is cyclic and centralized by GA. Then C A s Z G .F G.
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First, we need a lemma.
 . w x2.2 LEMMA. Let G be a group, F any field, and V an F G -module.
Suppose that V is endowed with some bilinear symplectic G-in¨ariant form
and assume:
 .a G s HA, where H is normal in G and A is a complement of H
in G.
 .  < <.b char F, A s 1.
 .c V is a sum of 1-dimensional H-in¨ariant subspaces.H
 .d Any simple G-submodule of V is regular.
 .Then C A s 0.V
Proof. If W is a nonzero simple G-module of V, since W is regular, it
follows that V s W H W H . Now, W and W H satisfy the hypothesis of the
 .  .lemma and thus, by induction on dim V, we have that C A s C A HV W
 .HC A s 0, if W - V. So we may assume that V is a simple G-moduleW
and therefore, that B, the symplectic form, is regular. Observe that since V
 . w xis a completely reducible A-module, by VII.4.12.a of 7 we have that
 .  .dim C A s dim Hom V , F , where F is considered here as theF V F F w A x A
w xtrivial F A -module.
Now, let W be a 1-dimensional H-invariant submodule of V andH
 G. .observe that by Mackey's theorem, we have that Hom W , F sF w A x A
 . A .  w x . w x w xHom W , F s Hom F A , F . Since F A is free as F A -F w A x 1 F w A x
 w x .module, it is clear that Hom F A , F is 1-dimensional. Now, byF w A x
 . w x GVII.9.4 of 7 , observe that W is completely reducible. Since, by Clif-
 . w xford's theorem, V is also completely reducible, by VII.4.13.a of 7 weH
G  .have that V is a direct summand of W and therefore, Hom V , F isF w A x A
 G. .a direct summand of the 1-dimensional space Hom W , F . Conse-F w A x A
 .  .quently, dim C A s dim Hom V , F F 1. Now, by Fitting'sF V F F w A x A
w x  . w xlemma, we know that V s V, A [ C A . But moreover, V s V, A HV
 .  .  a .C A because if ¨ g V, a g A and w g C A , then B y¨ q ¨ , w s 0V V
 .  .since B is A-invariant . This implies that C A is regular and henceV
 .with even dimension. It follows that C A s 0, as wanted.V
 .Now we proceed to the proof of 2.1 .
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.1 . Write F s F G for the Fitting subgroup of G
 .and let G s GA be the semidirect product. First, observe that Z F s
 .  .Z G s Z G s Z, by hypothesis. Since every characteristic abelian sub-
group of F is contained in Z, it follows that the nilpotency class of F is
 . w xF2, by III.2.11.b of 6 , for instance. Also observe that if F is abelian,
since G is solvable, it must coincide with its own centralizer. But in this
case, by hypothesis, F s G and the theorem is certainly true. So we may
assume that F has class two.
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 .Now we claim that the Frattini subgroup of GrZ, F GrZ , is trivial.
 .Otherwise, let KrZ be a chief factor of G contained in F GrZ . Hence,
KrZ is an abelian p-group for some prime p. By hypothesis, observe that
 .  .  .Z K s Z. Let C s C KrZ and let B s C K . Then BK : C andG G
 . w x < < < <B l K s Z. By 6.5 of 9 , we have that CrB F KrZ and thus, by order
considerations, C s BK. In particular, observe that KrZ is not contained
 .  . .  .  .in Z GrZ : otherwise, BrZ KrZ s GrZ s BrZ F GrZ and this
would imply that B s G, a contradiction with the fact that KrZ was
nontrivial. So let NrC be a chief factor of G contained in G. Since
 .C NrC s 1, then NrC is a q-group for some prime q different fromK r L
p. Now if QrB is a Sylow q-subgroup of NrB, by the Frattini argument,
 . w  . x G s NN Q . Also, K l N Q , Q : K l Q s Z and thus K lG G
 ..  .  .N Q rZ : C NrC s 1. We conclude that N Q rZ is a comple-G K r L G
 .ment of KrZ in GrZ and this contradicts the fact that KrZ : F GrZ .
Now write F s E = ??? = E where the E 's are the different Sylow1 s i
 .subgroups of F. Let Z s Z E and observe that Z s Z = ??? = Z .i i 1 s
Observe also that E ZrZ ( E rZ , an isomorphism which commutes withi i i
 .the action of G on both groups. Since, F E ZrZ s 1, it follows thati
E rZ is elementary. Now, we have that F acts trivially on E ZrZ andi i i
 .therefore on E rZ . Hence F : C E rZ and thus V s E rZ is ai i G i i i i i
G s GrF-module in the natural way. Let us focus our attention on
 . w xnontrivial V 's. Let G s GrF and A s AFrF. By III.13.7 of 6 , we havei
that the commutator defines a bilinear symplectic regular form on V . Thisi
 .form is G-invariant, since Z : Z G . Also, since GrZ is supersolvable,i
each minimal subgroup of GrZ contained in E ZrZ is cyclic. Therefore,i
 .since E ZrZ is completely reducible, V is a sum of 1-dimensionali i G
G-invariant spaces. Also, if KrZ is a chief factor of G contained in
E ZrZ, we have that K is nonabelian and thus KrZ must be regular. Wei
 .have checked the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2 , so we must have that
 .  .  .C A s 1. Hence C A s C A rZ s 1, and the theorem isE Zr Z Fr Z Fi
proved.
3. CHARACTER CORRESPONDENCES
U  .If A acts coprimely on G, as usual, we will denote by : Irr G ªA
  ..Irr C A the Glauberman]Isaacs correspondence. Let us denote byG
 .C s C A and by G s GA the semidirect products.G
Two new results on the correspondence are needed to prove Theo-
rem A.
 . GWe recall that x g Irr G is A-primiti¨ e if x is not of the form c ,A
 .where c g Irr H and H is a proper A-stable subgroup of G.A
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In the proof of the next result, we will make use of the Gajendragadkar
w xspecial characters defined in 4 .
 .3.1 THEOREM. Suppose that A acts coprimely on a supersol¨ able group
 . U   ..G. If x g Irr G is A-primiti¨ e then x g Irr C A is linear.A G
< <  .Proof. We argue by double induction, first on GA and second on x 1 .
First, we prove that we may assume that x is faithful. Let N s ker x , a
normal A-invariant subgroup of G, and suppose that N ) 1. Since x lies
  . w x.  .over 1 and 1 is the correspondent of 1 see 3.5 of 10 , by 5.3aN N l C N
w x U Uof 15 we have that x lies over 1 , that is, N l C : ker x . Let usN l C
 .denote by x g Irr GrN the character x as considered a character of the
U  .factor group. Since CrC l N ( CNrN, let us denote by x g Irr CNrN
the character naturally determined by x U. Now it is routine to check that
U   .x is the Glauberman]Isaacs correspondent of x notice that C AG r N
.s CNrN, by coprime action . Observe now that x continues to be
UA-primitive. Since GrN is supersolvable, by induction, x is linear and so
is x U.
Also by induction, it is immediate that we may assume that the group A
acts faithfully on G.
Now observe that if K is an abelian normal A-invariant subgroup of G,
 .  .since x s x 1 l, for some l g Irr K which is linear and faithful, itK A
 .follows that K is cyclic and centralized by G. Hence, by Theorem 2.1 , we
 .  .have that C l F s Z, where Z s Z G and F s F G is the Fitting
subgroup of G.
 . w xSince x is A-primitive and G is solvable, by 2.6 of 10 we have that
x s  x , where each x is a p-special and A-stable because of thep p p
.uniqueness of the Gajendragadkar factorization character of G. Also,
 . Ueach x is A-primitive because the product is A-primitive . Since x sp
U w x x , by Theorem A of 11 , by induction on the degree we may assumep p
that x has p-power degree, that is, that x s lx , where l is a linearp
U  . w xA-invariant character of G. Since l s l , by 3.5 of 10 , we certainlyC
 .may assume that x itself is p-special. So we have that O G s 1 becausep9
 . w x.p-special characters contain normal p9-subgroups in its kernel 4.2 of 4
 .and x is faithful. Therefore, we have that F s O G . Since G is super-p
 .  .solvable, then GrF is abelian and hence, F g Syl G . Therefore, by 6.1p
w x  . w xof 4 , x g Irr F . But now, by the restriction theorem in 10 , we haveF
 .U  U .  .that x s x g Irr F l C . However, C l F s Z is abelian,F F l C
and therefore, x U is linear. Hence, so is x U.Z
Our next goal is to prove the following.
 .3.2 THEOREM. Suppose that A acts coprimely on a supersol¨ able group
 .  .G. Let H : G be an A-stable subgroup and let x g Irr G and u g Irr H .A A
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Then
w U U x w xx , u F x , u .H l C H
 . w xTheorem 3.2 was proven in 13 for A solvable and with no restrictions
on G. The full general case is still unknown and it constitutes Problem 9 of
w x14 .
First, we will need a result which is a consequence of Glauberman's
 . w x.lemma 13.8 or 8 .
 .3.3 LEMMA. Suppose that A acts coprimely on G and let H and J be
A-stable subgroups of G. If T is a set of double coset representati¨ es of C l H
and C l J in C, then there exists a set T of double coset representati¨ es of H0
and J in G containing T.
Proof. If suffices to show that if x, y g T are such that HxJ s HyJ,
then x s y. Set M s H y l J, an A-invariant subgroup of G, and let
 . 4X s h, j g H = J : x s hyj . We know that X is nonempty. Observe
that A acts on X by defining
h , j a s ha , ja . .  .
Also, it is straightforward to check that M acts on X by defining
h , j m s hm yy1 , my1 j . .  .
 .  .We claim that M acts transitively on X. If h, j and h , j are elements1 1
of X, we have that hyj s h yj and therefore m s j jy1 g M. Also,1 1 1
 .  .  .h , j m s h, j and this proves the claim. Finally, to check condition a1 1
 . w xof 13.8 of 8 ,
h , j m a s h , j a ma , .  . .  .
is also straightforward. Now, by Glauberman's lemma, we have that A
 .  .  . fixes a point of X. But this implies that C l H x C l J s C l H y C
.l J and we conclude that x s y, as wanted.
 .Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 3.2 .
 . < <Proof of Theorem 3.2 . We argue by double induction; first on GA
< <and second on G : H . First, notice that we may assume that A acts
faithfully on G. Also, we may assume that H is proper in G, because the
Glauberman]Isaacs map is a bijection. Finally, it is no loss to assume that
w U U xx , u is nonzero.C l H
Now we show that H is A-maximal, that is, that no proper A-stable
subgroup of G contains H properly. Otherwise, suppose that H ; K ; G,
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where K is an A-invariant subgroup of G. If we write
U w U U x Ux s x , g g ,C l K C l K
 .ggIrr KA
 .applying induction twice one on the order of G; the other on the index ,
we have
w U U x w U U x w U U xx , u s x , g g , uC l H C l K C l H
 .ggIrr KA
w x w xF x , g g , u K H
 .ggIrr KA
w x w x w xF x , g g , u s x , u . K H H
 .ggIrr K
Our next objective is to prove that we may consider x to be A-primitive.
G  .Suppose that x s w , where w g Irr J and J is an A-stable properA
w x U C Usubgroup of G. By the induction theorem in 10 , we know that w s x .
Now let T be a set of double coset representative of the subgroups
C l J and C l H in C, and by the previous lemma, let T be a set of0
double coset representative of the subgroups J and H in G containing T.
Now, by Mackey's theorem and again applying the inductive hypothesis
twice, we have
Cl HU U U C U U t Uw x tx , u s w , u s w , u .  .C l H C l J l HClH
tgT
U t U
t ts w , u C l J l H C l J l H
tgT
U t U U Uw xt ts w , g u , g  C l J l H C l J l H
ttgT  .ggIrr J lHA
t w xt tF w , g u , g  J l H J l H
ttgT  .ggIrr J lHA
t w xt tF w , g u , g  J l H J l H
ttgT  .ggIrr J lH
H Ht t
t ts w , u F w , u .  . J l H J l H
tgT tgT0
G w xs w , u s x , u . . HH
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 .Now, as in Theorem 3.1 , we have that every abelian A-invariant
normal subgroup of G is cyclic and centralized by GA. Therefore, by
 .  .  .Theorem 2.1 , we have that C l F s Z, where F s F G and Z s Z G .
We claim that C is not contained in H. Otherwise, we will have that
U U w x  .x s u . In this case, it is the main result of 3 Theorem A to prove that
u is an irreducible constituent of x . This proves the claim. So we mayH
assume that C is not contained in H. Next we claim that we may also
assume that H is not normal in G. If H eG, by the maximality of H, we
will have that HC s G and, consequently, that GrH is cyclic. Since x is
A-primitive, by the Clifford Correspondence we know that x is homoge-H
 .  .neous and necessarily since GrH is cyclic , x g Irr H . Then, by theH
w xrestriction theorem in 10 , it follows that x s u and the theorem wouldH
be proved. Hence, we may assume that H is not normal in G, as claimed.
Since G is supersolvable, we have that GrF is abelian and therefore,
 .  . HF s G because H is not normal . By Lemma 3.3 , observe that C l
. .  .H C l F s C. Thus C l H Z s C. However, notice that Z : C and
also that Z : H, because H is A-maximal and not normal. Therefore,
C l H s C and this contradicts the fact that C was not contained in H.
4. THE MAIN RESULT
To prove Theorem A, we use the Taketa]Character Correspondence
w xmethod we developed in 2 .
 .4.1 THEOREM. Suppose that A acts coprimely on a supersol¨ able group
G and assume that 1 s f - ??? - f are all the different degrees of the1 k
 .  .  .  i.members of Irr G . If x g Irr G is such that x 1 s f then C :A A i
ker x U , where C  i. denotes the ith term of the deri¨ ed series of C.
U  . U  .Proof. We argue by induction on x 1 . Observe that if x 1 s 1,
then x U is linear and therefore the derived subgroup C9 of C is contained
U  .  i. Uin ker x . Hence, if x 1 s f , we will have that C : C9 : ker x .i
U  .  .Now assume that x 1 ) 1 and suppose that if c 1 s f , for somej
 .  j. U U  . U  .c g Irr G , then C : ker c each time that c 1 - x 1 . We wantA
 i. U  .to prove that C : ker x if x 1 s f .i
G  .By the transitivity of induction, we may write x s m , where m g Irr HA
 . Uis A-primitive. By Theorem 3.1 , we have that m is linear. Also, by the
w x U U C UInduction Theorem in 10 , we have that x s m . Since x is not linear
observe that H l C - C. Now, let d U be an irreducible constituent of the
 .C  . U  . < < U  .character 1 , where d g Irr G . Then d 1 - C : C l H s x 1 .H l C A
 .  r . UHence, by the inductive hypothesis, if d 1 s f , then C : ker d .r
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 .By Theorem 3.2 , we have that
CU U0 - d , 1 s d , 1 .  . Cl HH l C C l H
U GU w xs d , 1 F d , 1 s d , 1 . .  .  .Cl H H H H H
 .GTherefore, we have that d is an irreducible constituent of 1 and sinceH
 . < < < <  .  .H is proper in G, we have that d 1 - G : H F G : H m 1 s x 1 . Since
 .  .d 1 s f and x 1 s f , we conclude that r - i and hence r F i y 1.r i
Since we know that C  r . : ker d U , we will have that C  iy1. : ker d U ,
and observe that this has been done for any irreducible constituent of
 .C  iy1.  .C  i.1 . Then C : ker 1 : H l C. Consequently, C :H l C H l C
 . U  i. U UH l C 9 : ker m and hence, C : core ker m s ker x , as wanted.C
The corollary below is Theorem A of the Introduction.
 .4.2 COROLLARY. Suppose that a finite group A acts coprimely on a finite
 .supersol¨ able group G. Then the deri¨ ed length of C A is bounded byG
<  . <cd G .A
<  . <  . k . UProof. If cd G s k, by Theorem 4.1 , C : ker x for all x gA
 . k .  .Irr G . This implies that C : ker j for all j g Irr C . This shows thatA
C k . s 1, as wanted.
5. SOME COMMENTS, SOME EXAMPLES
Once Theorem A has been proved, it is natural to ask: What happens
when the group G is solvable? Is the theorem still true?
As the reader probably has realized, Theorem A has content even when
the action is trivial: in this case the question above is really about whether
or not G. Seitz' conjecture on solvable groups the derived length of a
.solvable group is bounded by the number of different character degrees is
true. However, this difficult problem seems to be far from solved the best
 . <  . <results to date are due to D. Gluck: dl G F 2 cd G and to T. Berger:
true for odd order groups.
However, whatever interest Theorem A has, it is not because it general-
 .izes an unsolved conjecture obviously but because it provides evidence of
a new and, we believe, nontrivial relationship between global and local
information in a finite group.
In our first example, we want to make sure that our situation is not
handled by the Seitz situation: we should provide an example showing that
<  . < <  . <the statement cd C F cd G is not generally true. This is not difficult.A
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Suppose that p is an odd prime and let
p p p w x :E s x , y , z N x s y s z s 1, x , y s z g Z E .i i i i i i i i i i i
be an extraspecial p-group of order p3 and exponent p. Let E be the
 .central product of E and E , where z s z s z generates Z E . Let1 2 1 2
 . a a a aa g Aut E of order 2 defined by x s x , x s x , y s y , y s y , and1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
a  .  .  .z s z. Certainly Z s Z E : C a . Also, x x , y y g C a andE 1 2 1 2 E
w x 2x x , y y s z / 1. Since the invariant factors of a acting on ErZ are1 2 1 2
2 2 <  . < 3  .x y 1 and x y 1, it follows that C a s p and that C a is anE E
extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p. Now let G s E = E and
let a acts on G in the following way: a acts on the first E as before and
 .centralizes the second one. Hence C a s C = E, where C is extraspe-G
3   ..  2 34cial of order p . Observe, then, that cd C a s 1, p, p , p . However,G
 .  2 44cd G s 1, p , p .
In our second example, we show that the coprime hypothesis is essential.
In fact, we will provide an example of a group A of order 2 acting on a
4  .  42-group G of order 2 in such a way that cd G s 1 and such thatA
 .C a is nonabelian.G
 2 2 2 2 w x  .:Let G s x, y, u, ¨ N x s y s u s ¨ s 1, x, y s u¨ , u, ¨ g Z G .
 :  .It is easy to check that G9 s u¨ s F G has order 2. Now let a be the
automorphism of G of order 2 given by x a s x, y a s y, ua s ¨ , ¨ a s u.
 .  :Then C a s x, y, u¨ , which is a dihedral group of order 8. Now,G
 .  :  .  .suppose that x g Irr G , where A s a . If Z s Z G , then x s x 1 l,A Z
where l is A-invariant. Since Z s Z = Z and the only A-invariant2 2
 :proper subgroup of Z is u¨ s G9, it follows that ker l s Z or G9. In
 .  4any case, we conclude that x is linear and hence cd G s 1 .A
 . <  . <Note added in proof. T. Wolf has proved that d N C F 5 cd G if AG is solvable. A.A
<  . <Turull has found a family of examples where cd C grows exponentially with respect to
<  . <cd G .A
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